List of SFPD OIS Investigations (2000-Present)

001-00 On October 20, 2000 at 16:27 hours, officer saw one male firing a handgun at two other males standing in front of an address on Dakota. The officer fired his weapon hitting and wounding the suspect. In Policy

002-00 On October 17, 2000 at 16:40 hours, officers located suspects driving a stolen truck at 8th Street and Mission. The suspects, wanted for killing a Texas law enforcement officer, fired several shots at the officers from his stolen truck. Officers returned fire, injuring the suspect. In Policy

003-00 On April 13, 2000 at 12:58 hours, officers discharged their Department-issued firearms at a suspect who pointed a gun at them after a vehicle pursuit at Franklin and Hickory. The suspect was injured. In Policy

004-00 On March 2, 2000 at 18:50 hours, an FTO and her recruit responded to 1200 Naples Street to check on the wellbeing of an 11-year old. When the boy opened the door, a 60-pound dog rushed past the boy and bit the FTO on the forearm. The dog advanced toward the recruit officer who fired and hit the dog. The one round traveled through the dog, through the knee of the boy, grazed the FTO’s leg, struck a stucco wall, and landed on the floor. In Policy

001-01 On June 13, 2001 at 23:23 hours, officers responded to a call of a person with a knife at 101 4th Street. The suspect swung a knife on a chain at the officers. The knife cut through the clothing of one of the officers. Officers discharged their firearms resulting in death of the suspect and an officer wounded. In Policy

002-01 On June 24, 2001 at 18:44 hours, officers responded to 25th Street and Connecticut on a shots fired call. The suspect was seen by officers firing a gun at another individual. The officers shot and wounded the suspect. In Policy
On November 1, 2001 at 05:16 hours at Aquatic Park, officers were confronted by a suspect in a stolen SUV who drove the vehicle at them and shot at them, wounding one of the officers. The officers discharged their Department-issued firearms, and the suspect died as the result of wounds received. **In Policy**

On July 10, 2001 at 19:06 hours, officers responded to an armed robbery of a cab at 330 Ellis Street. The suspect pointed a gun at an officer. Officer discharged his Department-issued weapon, and the suspect died as the result. **In Policy**

On December 23, 2001 at 04:00 hours, an inspector discharged his Department-issued firearm while attempting to arrest an armed robbery suspect at Bradford and Cortland. The suspect was injured. **In Policy**

On February 2, 2002 at 15:44 hours, an officer was off-duty and assaulted by an individual of superior strength and size at 900 Kearny Street. The officer was punched and kicked repeatedly to the point of nearly losing consciousness. He discharged his personal handgun, and the suspect died as the result. **In Policy**

On February 9, 2002 at 13:00 hours, an officer was off-duty in South San Francisco when he died from a self-inflicted gunshot wound. **Not In Policy**

On February 27, 2002 at 15:49 hours, Northern Station’s Street Crimes Unit, members of the Narcotics Unit, and the State Bureau of Narcotics Enforcement were conducting surveillance looking for a wanted fugitive near 3201 35th Avenue in Oakland, CA. While confronting the suspect, he fired a gun at the arresting officers. Officers returned fire, and the suspect was hit and taken into custody. **In Policy**

On March 15, 2002 at 22:00 hours, officers responded to a call of a stabbing at Geneva and Mission. The suspect, who had just stabbed another individual, attacked the officers with a knife. Officers discharged their weapons, and the suspect died as a result of his injuries. A bystander was unintentionally injured by gunfire. **In Policy**
006-02  On May 16, 2002 at 20:22 hours, officers discharged their department-issued firearms at a suspect who drove towards them at 366 Alemany Boulevard. The suspect fled the scene and was not arrested. The incident was investigated as an OID, as it was believed at the time that no one was hit. Later, it was determined that the suspect had been shot. The suspect did not get medical treatment and was taken to the hospital when arrested.  **In Policy**

007-02  On June 14, 2002 at 21:38 hours, officers were confronted by a knife-wielding suspect, who stabbed a sergeant at 238 Eddy Street. Another sergeant discharged his Department-issued firearm at the suspect, who died as a result.  **In Policy**

008-02  On July 7, 2002 at 16:30 hours, officers conducted a traffic stop at 1746 18th Street. They were confronted by a suspect who fired a handgun striking an officer. The officer discharged his Department-issued firearm and the suspect was injured.  **In Policy**

009-02A  On December 7, 2002 at 12:34 hours, an officer was discovered deceased from a self-inflicted gunshot wound in front of 857 Bryant Street.  **Not In Policy**

009-02  On August 9, 2002 at 0811 hours, at the S.F. International Airport, an officer discharged his Department-issued firearm, and the suspect was injured as the result. The suspect almost ran down the officer after being pursued by another police agency.  **In Policy**

010-02  On October 8, 2002 at 22:10 hours, an officer discharged his Department-issued firearm at a knife-wielding suspect who was threatening bystanders and officers at 2295 Market Street. The suspect died.  **In Policy**

001-03  On February 19, 2003 at 15:43 hours, officers attempted to stop a vehicle that was driving recklessly on 19th Avenue and Taraval Street. The vehicle was stopped in traffic when the officers approached on foot. The driver maneuvered the car
pinning an officer. Officers then discharged their weapons resulting in the death of the suspect. **In Policy**
On November 16, 2003 at 22:40 hours, at Montgomery Street and Pacific Avenue, after a pursuit through North Beach and part of Chinatown, officers caught up with the suspect driving his SUV after it crashed and got stuck in traffic. Officers attempted to reach into the vehicle to turn off the ignition when the suspect maneuvered the vehicle then pinned an officer against a wall. The officer discharged his Department-issued firearm, and the suspect died as the result. **In Policy**

On November 18, 2003 at 21:00 hours, officers responded to Commercial Alley regarding a mentally disturbed person. When they entered the premises, the suspect attempted to stab the officers. Officer discharged his Department-issued firearm striking and injuring the subject. **In Policy**

On October 28, 2003 at 09:30 hours, an officer unintentionally discharged his firearm after leaving the Lake Merced Range. He was injured. **Not In Policy**

On January 8, 2004 at 1016 hours, officers were working outer perimeter Specialists covering the inauguration of the mayor at 99 Grove Street. When the officers were changing positions and passing a sniper rifle, the weapon discharged wounding an officer in the hand. **Not In Policy**

On March 30, 2004 at 13:55 hours, an officer made traffic stop on a vehicle that was stolen, but unknown at the time of the stop. As the officer approached the vehicle, the driver sped away. A short chase ensued, and the suspect crashed his vehicle at King and Division. The suspect placed the vehicle in reverse and attempted to run over the officer. The officer discharged his firearm, and the suspect died as a result. **In Policy (discharge)/Improper Conduct (vehicle pursuit)**

On March 29, 2004 at 12:41 hours, officers responded to a vicious dog attack on a child at 1316 Brussels Street. When the officers arrived the dog was still attacking the minor. After locating the dangerous animal, several shots were fired at the dog and one round struck an officer. **In Policy**
004-04 On April 27, 2004 at 13:00 hours, officer fired one round from his duty weapon while engaged in a traffic stop near 1018 Sunnydale Ave. The suspect fled the scene to an unknown location. The suspect was wounded and later arrested. Not In Policy

005-04 On May 5, 2005 at 20:05 hours, the suspect attempted to force a woman into his car at gunpoint. The victim provided police with a description. Officers located the suspect’s vehicle and a pursuit ensued. During the pursuit the suspect fired shots at pursuing officers. One round struck a police car, and one round went into a private residence. The pursuit ended at 600 block of Larch Street. During this incident, several officers discharged their weapons, and the suspect was killed. In Policy

006-04 On June 29, 2004, at 18:20 hours, members of the Special Investigation Division were conducting surveillance on the suspected location of a wanted felon, who was also a suspect in a homicide investigation. While attempting to arrest the suspect, the suspect fled in a vehicle. Officers, including Tactical units, pursued the vehicle where gunfire was exchanged with the suspect at Alemany and Justin. Suspect died at the scene. In Policy

007-04 On June 9, 2004 at 04:12 hours, officers were conducting an investigation into the location of a wanted parolee at 124 Capitol Avenue. When officers entered the premises the parolee pointed a loaded firearm at the officers but it misfired. A sergeant discharged his firearm at the suspect and wounded him. In Policy

008-04 On October 14, 2004 at 19:45 hours, officers responded to the area of a street robbery that occurred on the 1000 block of Grant Avenue. An officer contacted a male matching the description of the suspect at 668 Sacramento Street near Spring Alley. The suspect displayed a knife in a threatening manner towards the officer who discharged his firearm striking and wounded the suspect. In Policy
009-04 On October 8, 2004 at 15:00 hours, an officer removed his seatbelt and tried to exit his personal vehicle at Bayview Station. During this action his firearm discharged and he injured himself.  **Not In Policy**

010-04 On November 22, 2004 at 21:12 hours, officers were conducting an investigation on the 600 block of Haight Street. At one point the officer attempted to detain a known parolee who was the passenger in a parked vehicle. The driver of the vehicle attempted to move the car from a parked position and flee which caused the car to strike the officer and knock him to the ground. The partner officer discharged his weapon hitting and wounding the driver of the vehicle. **In Policy**

---

**NOTE: OIS case number format revised in 2005.**

05-004 On June 16, 2005 at approximately 11:00 hours, an off-duty inspector died from a self-inflicted gunshot wound at his home in Vacaville, CA. **Not In Policy**

05-005 On September 2, 2005 at 06:06 hours, plainclothes officers went to a residence on Surrey St to serve a warrant. The suspect spotted the officers, got into his car and started it. As the officers approached the suspect, he revved the motor and put the car into drive. One of the officers was approaching from the front and was unable to get out of the way due to the narrowness of the street and the number of parked cars. As the suspect drove directly at the officer, the officer fired twice at the suspect. The suspect was wounded and taken into custody. **In Policy**

05-006 On September 9, 2005 at 10:35 hours, officers attempted to stop a vehicle and detain the occupants. It was reported that the car contained a firearm. The occupants fled from the car to the unit block of Northridge Road. The front passenger came out of the car and pointed a rifle at the officers. The officers fired at the suspect, wounding him. A foot chase ensued, and the suspect was taken into custody. **In Policy**

05-007 On November 22, 2005 at 20:30 hours, an off-duty officer returned to his parked and unattended vehicle to find a suspect inside his vehicle at 190 Julian Street. The officer attempted to place the suspect under arrest however he was met with
resistance and furtive movement. The officer discharged his off-duty weapon and wounded the suspect. Later, no firearm was found on the suspect. In Policy

06-002  On April 3, 2006 at 21:30 hours, officers observed and pursued suspects in a vehicle after seeing a firearm displayed. The pursuit ended at Treasure Island. The officers discharged their weapons at the suspects after the suspects failed to surrender and drove directly at officers. Two suspects were injured. In Policy

06-004  On June 6, 2006 at 21:15 hours, officers responded to the report of squatters in a residential segment of the Park Merced Complex. Several officers confronted the suspect concealing himself in the attic of the residence. After repeated attempts to persuade the suspect to give up, the suspect made threats and furtive movements. Believing he was armed with a firearm, officers discharged their weapons and the suspect died. In Policy

06-005  On June 24, 2006 at 17:55 hours, officers observed a vehicle parked on Capp St. between 15th and 16th. The officers had prior knowledge that the vehicle was reported stolen and was suspected of being used for drug dealing. Officers approached the parked vehicle and drew their firearms on the sole occupant. The driver started the vehicle and drove directly at one of the officers, who became pinned against his vehicle. Both officers fired their weapons and the vehicle crashed a short distance away. The suspect later died from gunshot wounds. In Policy

06-006  On August 27, 2006 at 22:10 hours, officers responded to the call of shots fired in the area of Bayview and Flora. They noticed a person quickly begin to walk from the area. The suspect turned towards the officers, approached their patrol unit, and began shooting at the officers. The passenger officer exited the patrol unit and returned fire, striking the suspect. The suspect expired at the scene. Later, officers found two homicide victims in a parked vehicle nearby. It was determined that the suspect’s weapon was used in the killing. In Policy
On September 17, 2006 at 02:30 hours, officers in a marked patrol unit, responded to a person with a gun call at Polk and Pacific. When they arrived, officers observed a person matching the description. The suspect was holding what appeared to be a firearm. The officers ordered the suspect to drop the gun several times. The suspect approached the officers and raised the gun in their direction. One of the officers fired his weapon, striking the suspect. The suspect died from his wounds. Later, it was determined to be a replica firearm possessed by suspect.

**In Policy**

On December 22, 2006 at 20:18 hours, two uniformed officers became involved in a foot pursuit of a suspect wanted for robbery and weapons offenses. The suspect broke into the garage of a residence at 1571 25th Ave. The suspect turned and fired a weapon at the officers, striking and killing one of the officers. The other officer returned fire on the suspect and struck him. The suspect shot himself during the encounter and died. **In Policy**

On January 26, 2007 at 21:59 hours, uniformed officers responded to a restaurant on the corner of Geneva and Mission. The manager of the restaurant asked for assistance in removing a troublesome patron. While attempting to detain the suspect outside of the restaurant, the suspect turned on the officers and attempted to fire a gun at them. The officers returned fire, striking the suspect. The suspect expired from gunshot wounds at the scene. **In Policy**

On March 7, 2007 at 04:30 hours, officers were on uniformed patrol in the area of Townsend and 7th Streets. The officers observed a suspect who was attempting to assault the occupants of a parked vehicle. When the officers ordered the suspect to stop, he charged at them with two large kitchen knives in both of his hands. The officers repeatedly gave the suspect several commands to drop the knives, but he continued to rapidly approach them with the knives. The officers shot the suspect who later died at SFGH. It was later determined that the suspect was responsible for a homicide that had occurred one block away from the scene. **In Policy**

On August 11, 2007 at 01:43 hours, an off-duty officer was at his residence in San Mateo. The officer unintentionally discharged one round and died. **Not In Policy**
08-001  On January 27, 2008 at 15:03 hours, an officer responded to an aggressive panhandler at Lombard and Van Ness Ave. The officer detained the suspect and asked for identification. After a warrants check revealed the suspect to have outstanding warrants, the officer attempted to place the suspect in custody. The suspect resisted arrest and fled onto Greenwich Street. Back-up officers arrived to assist in the arrest. The suspect produced a knife and advanced on one of the officers. The officer fired his handgun striking suspect, who later died. **In Policy**

08-002  On March 8, 2008 at 22:30 hours, an off-duty officer was camping in Kern County, CA. While holstering his personal firearm, the officer unintentionally discharged one round striking and wounding himself. **Not In Policy**

08-003  On August 7, 2008 at 11:53 hours, a sergeant and officer responded to 1941 15th Street to meet with a social worker requesting assistance with a 5150 W & I subject. The female subject confronted the officers with a knife inside the premise. The officers discharged their firearms and the subject was injured. **In Policy**

09-001  On January 3, 2009 at 02:32 hours, officers were dispatched to 29 Cortland Avenue regarding a prowler inside an occupied residence. Upon arrival, the officers discovered forced entry to the premise. The officers entered the premise to search for the suspect, whom the caller stated was trying to enter her room. Two officers first contacted the suspect on the top floor of the premise, and the suspect was armed with a pry bar. The suspect forcibly knocked one officer down a flight of stairs. The officer discharged and hit the suspect. Another officer discharged his weapon at the suspect in defense of his partner officers. The suspect was wounded. **In Policy**

09-002  On May 15, 2009 at 23:55 hours, Officers responded from the Taraval District to the Ingleside District to assist in crowd control following a shooting. As the
officers were responding to “sideshow” activity at Geneva Avenue and Mission Street, two officers confronted a suspect who was firing gunshots in the area. When the suspect pointed his handgun in the direction of one of the officers, the officers discharged their firearms. Suspect was struck and wounded. **In Policy**

09-003  On August 25, 2009 at 15:26 hours, an officer on motorcycle patrol in the area of Alpha and Raymond Streets conducted a traffic stop on a vehicle for expired registration. The vehicle fled from Raymond to south on Bayshore Boulevard where it became stuck in traffic on the 2300 block of Bayshore Boulevard. The officer discharged his firearm in an attempt to disable the front driver’s side tire. The suspect fled the scene and was not captured. **Not in Policy**

09-004  On September 5, 2009 at 04:24 hours, Ingleside officers were dispatched to 12 Raymond Street regarding a person with a knife. Upon arrival they were informed via the landlord that another tenant was threatening others with a cleaver. The officers located the armed suspect. A Cantonese-speaking officer attempted to persuade the subject to surrender. Officer deployed ERIW to no avail. When the suspect attacked officers with the cleaver, an officer shot the subject with his Department-issued rifle. The suspect died from his injuries. **In Policy**

09-005  On October 4, 2009 at 19:39 hours, Mission Station officers were dispatched to 550 14th Street #101 regarding an “A’ priority mentally disturbed person breaking windows with a flashlight. Officers arrived and found the suspect armed with a knife. Backup officer arrived with E.R.I.W. Less lethal was deployed to no avail. O.C. was attempted but unsuccessful. During the incident, an officer discharged his firearm striking the subject. The subject was taken into custody and transported to SFGH where he survived his injuries. **Not In Policy**

09-006  On December 29, 2009 at approximately 13:55 hours, an off-duty sergeant died from a self-inflicted gunshot wound in Petaluma, California. **Not In Policy**
10-001 On January 23, 2010 at 17:22 hours, Ingleside Station officers responded to 87 Maynard Street regarding a check on the well-being of a possible 5150. Upon arrival, an officer was confronted by a suspect armed with a machete while his partner was meeting with the reporting party. The officer discharged his firearm and the suspect expired at scene. **In Policy**

10-002 On February 21, 2010 at 13:50 hours, an officer at Mission Station was reassembling his firearm after cleaning it in the station armory. He unintentionally discharged one round causing an injury to his left hand. **Not In Policy**

10-003 On April 12, 2010 at approximately 17:00 hours, plain clothes officers were attempting to stop a suspect who had briefly fled an attempted traffic stop by a uniformed Honda unit. The driver drove in reverse striking an unmarked police vehicle. One officer discharged his firearm at the fleeing driver. The suspect sustained a gunshot wound and was taken into custody. **Not In Policy**

10-004 On April 21, 2010 at approximately 22:49 hours, plain clothes officers assigned to Violence Reduction in the Bayview District attempted to make contact with occupants of a parked vehicle on Reardon Road. The vehicle fled and drove at one of the officers. The officer discharged his firearm at the driver, who fled the scene. **In Policy**

10-005 On July 3, 2010 at approximately 01:31 hours, plainclothes officers were driving in the area of Columbus and Grant Streets. They observed a subject fire a handgun into a crowd of people. As the suspect fled on foot, officers pursued him. One of the officers fired his weapon at the suspect. The suspect was not hit by gunfire but was taken into custody. **In Policy**

10-006 On July 24, 2010 at approximately 05:30 hours, a uniformed officer observed a vehicle wanted in a carjacking with two armed suspects. A pursuit began near Fillmore and McAllister and ended on the 700 block of Arkansas. The officer discharged her firearm but neither suspect was hit by gunfire. No suspects in custody. **In Policy**
10-007 On August 28, 2010 at approximately 21:43 hours, officers from Bayview station responded to Reardon and Kiska Roads on a call of several suspects armed with guns. Plain clothes officers confronted several individuals who were near 77 Northridge. One of the suspects fired a handgun at the officers, and one of the officers returned fire. No one was hit by gunfire. A handgun was later located and several suspects were later arrested. **In Policy**

10-008 On September 19, 2010 at approximately 11:36 hours, an off-duty officer was at his home in Martinez, California. He was found with a single gunshot wound that was later determined to be self-inflicted. **Not In Policy**

10-009 On September 26, 2010 at approximately 11:15 hours, a uniformed officer responded to a noise complaint at 1000 Sutter Street. She responded to an apartment and confronted a single occupant. The suspect gained possession of a firearm during the confrontation and the officer discharged her firearm. The suspect died at scene. **In Policy**

10-010 On September 30, 2010 at approximately 20:20 hours, several plain clothes officers made a traffic stop at 3rd Street and LaSalle Avenue. After finding narcotics, the suspect driver refused to exit his vehicle and was able to restart it. An officer, who had become positioned in front of the vehicle, had to move to avoid being struck. The officer discharged his firearm during the incident but there were no injuries. **In Policy**

10-011 On October 6, 2010 at approximately 18:14 hours, an off-duty officer died from a self-inflicted gunshot wound in Los Altos, California. **Not In Policy**

10-013 On November 12, 2010 at approximately 14:21 hours, a Northern housing unit made a traffic stop for plain clothes officers at Buchanan Street and Fell Street. When a sergeant began getting dragged by the fleeing vehicle, an officer discharged his firearm at the driver. The vehicle was later recovered showing that the single shot did not penetrate the interior of the vehicle. There were no
injuries. Several days later, the suspect turned himself in and was arrested. In Policy

10-014 On December 10, 2010 at 15:23 hours, a Mission Station uniformed officer on patrol. The officer made contact with several individuals at Garfield Square Park who were in violation of several park regulations. One of the individuals physically attacked the officer. During the incident, the officer discharged his Department-issued firearm striking the suspect. Both the officer and the suspect survived and were treated at SFGH. In Policy

10-015 On December 29, 2010 at approximately 15:40 hours, two Bayview Station officers were in uniform and assigned to patrol duties. An inspector in plain clothes was assigned to Bayview Investigations. All three responded to 626 Bacon Street on the report of a stabbing. The officers were confronted by the knife-wielding suspect. Both uniformed officers discharged their firearms. The suspect later expired from his injuries. In Policy

11-001 On January 4, 2011 at approximately 10:33 hours, several plain clothes officers assigned to the Fugitive Recovery Enforcement Team responded as backup to a call at 1380 Howard Street of a mentally disturbed person. The subject was in a wheelchair armed with a knife. One of the officers was stabbed in the arm by the suspect. O.C. Spray and Extended Range Impact Weapon were deployed but ineffective in ending the threat. A sergeant and officer discharged their firearms. The suspect was struck and treated for his injuries at SFGH. The injured officer was treated for his wounds at SFGH and survived. In Policy

11-002 On June 7, 2011 at approximately 17:23 hours, a sergeant and two officers assigned to the Park Station plain clothes unit were in the area of 65 Buena Vista East when they encountered a suspected bank robber in a parked stolen vehicle. The suspect used his vehicle as a weapon as he maneuvered out of a parking space. The sergeant and one of the officers discharged their firearms. The suspect was struck and later died from his wounds. One of the officers was injured during the incident. In Policy
11-003 On June 29, 2011 at approximately 07:55 hours, two officers were assigned to the Northern Station plain clothes unit. They responded to 1155 Ellis Street on a report of a wanted suspect. The officers had prior information that the suspect was a parolee who had a felony warrant and was in possession of an assault rifle. Upon arrival the officers confronted the suspect as he was in a vehicle exiting on Gough Street. The suspect fired a handgun at the officers. Both officers discharged their firearms at the suspect. The suspect was struck by gunfire and taken into custody. The suspect survived his injuries. **In Policy**

11-004 On July 16, 2011 at approximately 16:43 hours, two uniformed officers assigned to Bayview Station were in the area of 3rd Street and Oakdale Street conducting an investigation related to a fare evasion on the MUNI T line. A subject who had been detained ran from the officers. During the foot pursuit and attempted capture of the subject, the officers were fired upon and both returned fire. The suspect was struck by gunfire and died. **In Policy**

11-005 On Saturday, September 17, 2011, numerous police units were assigned to duties in the Broadway Corridor of the Central District. A lieutenant saw a male who resembled a person he saw pictured on a Crime Alert bulletin. The lieutenant, along with several officers, encountered the subject. The suspect fled on foot to the 400 block of Broadway Street. The suspect brandished a Tec9 semiautomatic pistol. An officer discharged his firearm at the suspect. The suspect was taken into custody and not struck by the single shot. Two bystanders suffered wounds as a result of the discharge. **In Policy**

11-006 On Monday, October 3, 2011 at approximately 07:18 hours, numerous Richmond units responded to 636 Funston Avenue on a report of a stabbing. An officer arrived and met with a male victim in front of the residence who had suffered a serious wound to the hand. Neighbors informed the officer that the male suspect, who was the son of the victim, was inside the residence. Numerous units responded and entered the residence, including an officer equipped with ERIW. A female stabbing victim was located and an officer began to pull her out of the apartment. The officers were then confronted by a knife-wielding suspect. One officer discharged the ERIW and another officer discharged his firearm. The suspect was struck and taken into custody. The suspect and the female victim later died from their wounds. **In Policy**
11-007 On Wednesday, December 14, 2011 at approximately 13:30 hours, uniformed officers from Northern Station conducted a traffic stop on a vehicle for registration on Bush Street at Larkin Street. The driver fled on foot from the officers. Two officers gave chase while a third officer stayed with the suspect vehicle as there was a female passenger. The suspect fired numerous shots at the pursuing officers. One officer discharged his firearm at the suspect striking him near Larkin and Fern Alley. The suspect was taken into custody and later died of his injuries. **In Policy**

11-008 On Friday, December 16, 2011 at approximately 21:30 hours, plain clothes officers from Bayview Station responded to a call of a carjacking with a gun. Two officers located the stolen vehicle near 118 Jerrold Street. The suspect drove his vehicle directly into the unmarked police vehicle. Both officers exited their vehicle as the suspect rammed both the police vehicle and a parked vehicle several times. One officer discharged his firearm. The suspect, who was not injured as a result of the discharge, crashed his vehicle a short distance away and was taken into custody. **In Policy**

12-001 On Wednesday, May 10, 2012, at approximately 20:43 hours, four officers arrived at 861 Post Street to assist Rohnert Park Public Safety investigators, attempting to interview a person of interest in a homicide investigation. When the officers attempted to contact the suspect, they came under fire, withdrew, and established a perimeter. Throughout a prolonged stand-off, the now barricaded suspect continued to fire at first responders. He also deployed chemical agents and attempted to set the apartment ablaze. During the course of the incident, an officer fired one time with his Department-issued rifle, missing the suspect. The incident concluded when a second officer fired his Department-issued rifle one time and mortally struck the suspect. **In Policy**

12-002 On Sunday, May 13, 2012, at approximately 22:40 hours, two SIT Sergeants were returning to Tenderloin Station from a follow-up investigation. As they approached the intersection of Fremont and Mission Streets, they saw a robbery in progress, mid-block Mission St., between Fremont and Beale Sts. As the officers approached, the suspect separated from the victim, approached the officers, and drew a handgun.
from his waist. An officer fired once at the suspect, missing him. The suspect surrendered and was taken into custody without further incident. **In Policy**

12-003  On Wednesday, July 19, 2012, at approximately 10:27 hours, Central Station officers responded to a call of a stabbing at a business located at Pier 17. The suspect was located in the area of Washington and Davis Streets, still armed with his box cutter. Several officers arrived on scene to assist in the apprehension of the suspect. The suspect advanced upon an officer, thrusting his knife at her. The officer fired two times at the suspect, striking him with both shots. The suspect was transported to SFGH and expired. **In Policy**

12-004  On Saturday, August 4, 2012, at approximately 18:36 hours, two officers were conducting a vehicle tow at 40 Dakota Street. At this time, Dispatch reported that a man armed with a gun had been reported at 15 Dakota Street. The officers quickly located the suspect, and a foot chase ensued. The suspect stumbled in front of 859 Missouri as one of the officers closed in. The suspect drew a handgun from his waist and pointed it over his left shoulder at the approaching officer. The officer fired his Department-issued weapon four times, striking the suspect. The suspect was taken into custody and transported to SFGH, where he was treated for gunshot wounds to the lower waist and legs. **In Policy**

12-005  On Monday, August 27, 2012, at approximately 08:30 hours a uniformed officer from the Taraval District, following up on an armed robbery lead, attempted to detain two men matching the suspects’ descriptions in the area of Church and Valley Streets. The suspects ran west on Valley Street, entering a courtyard on the north side of St. Paul’s Church. The suspects paused in front of a locked gate, as the pursuing officer stopped behind a retaining wall and ordered the suspects to stop. One of the suspects vaulted over the fence. The second suspect, holding an object the officer believed to be a firearm in his left hand, swung toward the officer. The officer fired one time, missing the suspect. The suspect climbed the fence and escaped the area. **In Policy**

12-006  On Thursday, September 20, 2012, at approximately 20:30 hours, a plainclothes officer assigned to Gang Task Force, attempted to stop a suspicious subject in the area of 14th Street and Natoma. The subject was known by one of the officers to be on probation for weapons-related charges. The suspect sprinted from the
The officer in pursuit behind the suspect saw the suspect draw a machine pistol with an extended clip from his waistband. When the suspect ducked into an alcove and began to turn toward the officer, he fired at the suspect, striking him twice. The suspect was taken into custody in front of 257 14th Street. **In Policy**

---

13-001 On Thursday, February 14, 2013, at approximately 21:55 hours, officers prepared to stop a stolen vehicle caught in traffic on the 300 block of Eddy. The driver of the stolen vehicle veered rapidly toward officers positioned on the north sidewalk. The officers scrambled to avoid the on-coming vehicle, including a recruit officer who retreated toward the street. The recruit officer found himself squeezed between vehicles parked on Eddy St. and the oncoming car; he discharged his weapon at the suspect, firing three times. The suspect was not struck; he was taken into custody shortly afterward following a traffic collision at 5th and Mission Sts. **In Policy**

13-002 On March 5, 2013, at approximately 18:49 hours, four officers assigned to Bayview Station’s Housing Unit noticed a vehicle matching the description of one taken in a carjack robbery. They pursued the suspect vehicle to George Court, a dead end. Both vehicles slowed to a stop, and officers began to exit their vehicle. The suspect abruptly backed up and began to attempt a three-point turn. Two officers fired at the driver, who was struck and apprehended at the scene. **In Policy**

13-003 At approximately 04:35 hours on March 15, 2013, two two-officer units from Park Station responded into the Northern District to assist with a reported carjacking of a taxi cab. While enroute, the officers observed the suspect vehicle in the area of Jackson and Spruce. When the cab stopped in a driveway, the officers exited their vehicle. The suspect suddenly reversed into a three-point turn and headed directly back at the officers. An officer caught in the path of the vehicle fired his weapon at the driver. The driver was not struck and was taken into custody near Bay and Octavia Streets. **Not In Policy**
13-004 On March 16, 2013, at approximately 14:30 hours, an off-duty officer at his home in Dublin, CA accidentally discharged a personal weapon while repairing the firearm. He was wounded in the left leg. Not In Policy

13-005 On April 7, 2013, at approximately 02:00 hours, citizens reported a fight with weapons in the area of 17th and Valencia Sts. Two officers responding to the location observed a male suspect holding a firearm threateningly. The male did not heed orders to drop the weapon and turned toward the officers. An officer fired three rounds at the suspect, striking the suspect as well as a person positioned near the suspect. In Policy

13-006 On April 17, 2013, at approximately 21:45 hours, officers responded to an assault with a machete at a residence on the 900 block of DeHaro Street. Upon arrival, the officers were met by a bleeding victim in front of the address who advised that the suspect was inside the residence. As the officers were speaking to the victim, the suspect emerged from the residence with a weapon raised over his head and approached the officers. An officer fired twice, mortally striking the suspect. The weapon was subsequently identified as a claw hammer. In Policy (Use of Firearm)/Improper Conduct (Equipment)

13-007 On Saturday, July 20, 2013, at approximately 21:10 hours, Officers assigned to the Violence Reduction Team (VRT) responded to the area of Larkin and O’Farrell Sts. regarding a report of a man armed with a gun. While approaching within two blocks of the location, the officers heard the sound of gunfire, and then they saw a male suspect shooting at two men. An officer fired at the shooter, missing him. The suspect ran from the officers, but was apprehended. In Policy

13-008 On Sunday, October 27, 2013, at approximately 12:26 hours, numerous officers responded to a robbery in progress. A caller reported a victim had been shot and witnesses reported a man with a gun in the area of Chestnut & Pierce Streets. Officers from Northern Station pursued the suspect to the area of Mallorca and Capra Streets. When the suspect drew a weapon from his waistband, four officers fired at him. The suspect suffered multiple gunshot wounds and was arrested. In Policy
On Monday, December 30, 2013, at approximately 20:50 hours, two officers assigned to Taraval District were in their radio car in the area of 19\textsuperscript{th} and Taraval. At this time, a suspect involved in a vehicle pursuit with another unit became stuck in traffic in the same area. The officers parked their car, exited their vehicle, and approached the suspect. The suspect driver forced his way through traffic and accelerated in the direction of one of the officers, who fired one time at the driver. The driver was not hit and drove away. He subsequently crashed into a barrier near the Golden Gate Park panhandle and was taken into custody. \textbf{In Policy}

At approximately 00:11 hours on the morning of Sunday, January 12, 2014, an off-duty sergeant was involved in a traffic collision near the Caesar Chavez Street exit from 280. The drivers of the vehicles stopped at a gas station at Bayshore Blvd. and Jerrold Avenue. The driver of the second vehicle became agitated and physically assaulted the sergeant, striking her. The sergeant fired once. The suspect was grazed and retreated. He was arrested at the scene. \textbf{In Policy}

At approximately 12:15 hours on Tuesday, February 4, 2014, two uniformed officers assigned to Bayview Station’s housing unit observed a stolen vehicle, and a pursuit ensued. The suspect attempted to violently ram his way through the vehicles stopped for a red light, northbound 3\textsuperscript{rd} Street at 20\textsuperscript{th} Street, as the officers attempted to get the suspect to stop his vehicle. The suspect maneuvered his vehicle before accelerating toward one of the officers. The partner officer fired at the suspect, striking the vehicle. The suspect, who was not struck, fled the scene. \textbf{In Policy}

On Saturday, March 8, 2014, at approximately 14:44 hours, two uniformed officers assigned to the Mission Station housing unit responded to the 1300 block of Florida Street regarding a report of vandalism to a vehicle. When officers approached the vehicle, the driver backed up, then steered his vehicle toward one of the officers. The partner officer fired at the suspect, who was not struck. An officer at the scene was hit by gunfire. The suspect fled the scene and was later apprehended in another county. \textbf{In Policy}
14-004 On Monday, March 21, 2014, at approximately 19:11 hours, four uniformed officers were among units responding to Bernal Heights park to investigate a report of a suspicious person with a gun in a holster. The officers located a man matching the description. The suspect drew a weapon from his hip holster and pointed it at the responding officers. The officers fired at the suspect, fatally striking him. **In Policy**

14-005 On Thursday, September 25, 2014, at approximately 06:00 hours, officers responded to a report of a roll-over car collision at Battery and California Streets. The description of one involved car matched an armed carjacking vehicle that had been pursued by CHP officers from Richmond to San Francisco. As unknowing citizens approached this vehicle to render assistance, the occupant fired at them, narrowly missing a Good Samaritan. Officers attempted to coax the armed suspect’s surrender. When the suspect emerged from his car and pointed a firearm at officers on scene, six uniformed officers fired at the suspect, fatally striking him. **In Policy**

14-006 On Tuesday, October 7, 2014, at approximately 20:58 hours, officers assigned to Southern Station observed an auto burglary in progress. The suspects returned to their vehicle as officers began to close in. As one of the officers, wearing a plainclothes cover, moved toward the suspects’ vehicle, the driver pointed a firearm at him. The officer fired at the driver, who expired from the resulting wounds. **In Policy (Use of Firearm); Not In Policy (Uniform/Equipment)**

14-007 On Thursday, November 6, 2014, at approximately 19:51 hours, four plainclothes officers assigned to Bayview Station observed an apparent narcotics transaction in the area of public housing 900 Connecticut Street. As two of the officers began to approach the four involved subjects, two men attempted to leave the scene. An officer pursued one of the fleeing suspects. The suspect produced a firearm from his hip area and pointed it at the officer. The officer fired at the suspect, wounding him. The suspect was taken into custody. **In Policy**

14-008 On Wednesday, December 3, 2014, at approximately 06:55 hours, an off-duty police officer, assigned to the Training Division, was leaving for work. As he exited his apartment, he was confronted by a suspect who attempted to rob him. A physical struggle ensued, during which time the suspect was struck once by a
round discharged from the officer’s weapon. The wounded suspect was taken into custody. **In Policy**

15-001 On Sunday, January 4, 2015, at approximately 09:20 hours, officers assigned to Central Station responded to a closed business on the 400 block of Mason Street regarding an alarm activation. Officers found an unsecured door and conducted a search of the business. An officer encountered a suspect and fired once, missing the suspect. The suspect was taken into custody without further incident. **Not In Policy**

15-002 On Sunday, January 4, 2015, at approximately 17:21 hours, three uniformed sergeants assigned to Mission Station were confronted by a man in a restricted area of the station parking lot. The officers directed him to leave, but he refused. The officers attempted to use physical controls and pepper spray, to no avail. The suspect drew a weapon from his waistband, and two of the sergeants fired at the suspect, mortally injuring him. **In Policy**

15-003 On Wednesday, February 26, 2015, at approximately 21:47 hours, two plainclothes officers responded to the 2800 block of Folsom Street regarding a report of a man chasing a person with a knife. As the officers approached two men matching the descriptions, one assaulted the officer with a large kitchen knife. The officers fired at the suspect and fatally wounded him. **In Policy (Use of Firearm); Not In Policy (Equipment)**

15-004 On Monday, March 17, 2015 at approximately 19:07 hours, three plainclothes officers were conducting a stolen vehicle investigation on the 1500 block of Van Ness Avenue at Pine Street. The driver of the stolen vehicle noticed the officers’ approach and began a reckless flight into congested pedestrian and vehicle traffic. Because of gridlock, the suspect repeatedly attempted to ram a path through parked and occupied vehicles, while driving on the wrong side of the road at times. She repeatedly placed scrambling bystanders at immediate risk of being run down. Two of the officers fired at the driver, fatally striking her. **In Policy (Use of Firearm); Not In Policy (Equipment)**
15-005  At approximately 07:00 hours on the morning of Sunday, July 26, 2015 uniformed officers assigned to the Airport Bureau responded to a report of a hit-and-run incident involving a vehicle and a traffic light. Responding units attempted to detain the driver, who fled on foot. The suspect attempted to carjack several vehicles, then charged one of the officers, who retreated before firing twice at the on-coming suspect, who was struck once and taken into custody. **In Policy**

15-006  At approximately 08:00 hours on the morning of Friday, September 18, 2015, an officer at home, off-duty, discharged a personal firearm, resulting in injury to the officer. No one else was injured. **Not In Policy**

15-007  At approximately noon on Thursday, October 15, 2015, two sergeants were flagged down in the area of 8th and Market Streets regarding a man throwing bottles. The sergeants contacted the subject, who physically assaulted the nearest sergeant, bringing him to the ground violently. The sergeant was injured in the take down and pinned by the suspect. The suspect drew the sergeant’s firearm, and pointed the weapon in the face of the sergeant, as the injured sergeant struggled for control of his firearm. The second sergeant fired at the suspect two times, fatally striking him. **In Policy**

15-008  On Saturday, October 24, 2015, at approximately 08:00 hours, multiple officers attempted to locate a police vehicle that had been stolen a short while earlier. The suspect was violently smashing and ramming civilian vehicles during a citywide rampage, before he became isolated on Treasure Island. Two officers began to prepare a roadblock at the main gate when the suspect began to head their direction. When suspect accelerated in the direction of the officers, heading toward a MUNI bus stop and civilians in the area. The officers fired two times each at the driver, striking the vehicle. The driver was not hit and continued his violent flight. He was taken into custody after wrecking on the southern on-ramp for the Bay Bridge. **In Policy**

15-009  On Wednesday, November 11, 2015, at approximately 16:15 hours, Numerous officers responded to a construction site on the 3000 block of Cesar Chavez Street. Workers reported a man with two guns had made his way to the sixth floor of the site. Upon their arrival, the officers took up positions to get an eye on the suspect. They observed the suspect holding a “long gun” and saw him looking
around as if he were looking for potential targets. Seeing that the suspect was in a high position of advantage, and was armed with a long gun, the officers believed the suspect posed a deadly threat to themselves and the civilians in the area. Three officers fired at the suspect, fatally striking him. Open

15-010 On Wednesday, December 2, 2015, at approximately 16:34 hours, the suspect in an earlier stabbing assault was reported in the area of Keith and Fitzgerald Streets. Officers established a perimeter in an effort to contain the suspect, who was holding a knife. When the suspect refused the officers orders to drop his weapon, a succession of less lethal force options were deployed, without success. The armed suspect attempted to leave and headed toward one of the officers, who retreated. As the suspect closed the distance, five officers fired at the suspect, mortally wounding him. In Policy

16-001 On Thursday, April 7, 2016, at approximately 09:57 hours, officers responded to a call by Homeless Outreach Team members regarding a man with a knife on the 400 block of Shotwell Street. Three officers arrived and encountered a male subject armed with a large knife. Officers ordered the man to get on the ground and drop his knife, to no avail. An extended range impact weapon was deployed by one of the officers, but it failed to gain the suspect’s compliance. The suspect began to advance on officers. Two of the officers fired at the suspect, who was mortally injured. In Policy (Use of Firearm); Not In Policy (ERIW)

16-002 On Thursday, May 19, 2016, at approximately 09:50 hours, two uniformed officers conducting Vehicle Theft Abatement operations encountered a stolen, occupied vehicle on the 100 block of Elmira Street. The driver attempted to flee the scene but crashed into a parked truck. When the officers approached the driver on foot, the suspect again attempted to drive away, almost striking one of the officers, before heading toward the other officer. The second officer fired one time and fatally struck the operator of the stolen vehicle. In Policy

16-003 On Friday, October 14, 2016, at approximately 20:06 hours, two uniformed officers assigned to Ingleside Station were among the officers responding
Citywide regarding an officer shot in the Sunset District. The suspect was contained within a perimeter in the area of Sigmund Stern Grove. The two officers were on an edge of this perimeter, near 28th Avenue and Vicente Street, when the suspect emerged from nearby cover and opened fire. The officers returned fire and mortally wounded the suspect. Open

17-001 On Friday, January 6, 2017, at approximately 03:50 hours, two uniformed officers assigned to the Taraval District were dispatched to a residence on the 500 block of Capitol Avenue regarding a reported restraining order violation. The officers made contact with the subject of the call and initiated an investigation. The subject resisted the officers and a physical struggle ensued, resulting in one of the officers being significantly injured. His partner fired at the suspect, striking him twice. The suspect was arrested and transported to SFGH. Open

17-002 On the evening of Sunday, February 5, 2017, at approximately 19:31 hours, an officer at home, off-duty, discharged a personal firearm, resulting in injury to the officer. No one else was injured. Not In Policy

17-003 On the morning of Wednesday May 3, 2017, at approximately 11:22 hours, bystanders directed officers to a disturbance at a restaurant on the 900 block of Market Street. The officers saw the suspect actively stabbing an employee. The employee attempted to flee, with the suspect in close pursuit, still wielding his knife. An officer fired at the suspect, mortally wounding him. No one else was injured. Open

17-004 On the evening of Monday 21, 2017, at approximately 22:56 hours, officers responded to a report of a home invasion robbery by armed suspects. Arriving officers set up a perimeter, then attempted to make contact with the subjects in the residence. Armed suspects ran out of the back door, where perimeter officers ordered them to stop. A suspect fired multiple rounds at the officers; one officer returned fire. No one else was hit and the suspects escaped from the immediate area. Open
17-005 On the morning of September 24, 2017 at approximately 02:57 hours, uniformed officers from the Tactical Division were among members responding to a barricaded suspect holding a woman and children at gunpoint inside a residence on the unit block of Salmon Street. Hostage Negotiation Team members attempted to persuade the suspect to surrender. When shots were fired inside the residence, officers breached the premises. Two officers fired at armed suspect, who was mortally wounded. The hostages were rescued, and there were no other injuries. Open

17-006 On Wednesday, November 1, 2017, at approximately 00:21 hours, two uniformed officers assigned to the Castro Street Halloween festivities responded to the unit block of Diamond Street regarding a report of a possible auto burglary. The officers observed an occupied vehicle and attempted to contact the occupant. The occupant exited his car and began firing at the officers, striking one of them. The partner officer returned fire, striking the suspect. The suspect was taken into custody and transported to the hospital. In Policy

17-007 On Friday, December 1, 2017, at approximately 10:30 hours, a recruit officer responded to the area of Hawes and Fitzgerald regarding a carjacking. He and his Field Training Officer subsequently chased the suspect vehicle to the 2600 block of Griffith Street, where the suspect stopped, exited, and sprinted in the direction of the officers’ vehicle. The recruit officer fired one round from his department-issued handgun, fatally striking the suspect. Open

17-008 On Monday, December 18, 2017, at approximately 13:25 hours, near 1001 Hilltop Mall Road (Richmond, CA), an off-duty officer died from a self-inflicted gunshot wound. Not In Policy

18-001 On Saturday, February 17, 2018, at approximately 00:13 hours, SFPD Uniformed patrol officers observed a parked and unoccupied vehicle in the area of Alameda and DeHaro Streets. The engine compartment of the vehicle, wanted in connection with a homicide and armed carjacking, was warm. The officers observed an occupied RV parked in front of the wanted car; the homicide suspect was recognized within the RV. Three occupants were removed from the RV, but
the homicide suspect opened fire from inside the RV. Seven officers returned fire. The suspect was not hit and barricaded himself in a defensive position. Tactical units and the Hostage Negotiation Team responded to the scene. Following a standoff, the suspect was taken into custody without further incident. Open

On Tuesday, March 6, 2018 at approximately 22:36 hours, numerous officers responded to a report of a robbery with a pistol in the area of Capp and 20th Street. The suspect was observed running to a vehicle and attempting to climb into its open trunk. A felony stop was made by units at 21st and Capp Streets. After removing the driver, officers gave commands in English and Spanish to the suspect partially concealed in the trunk. During their interaction, the suspect fired a handgun at the officers. Ten uniformed officers exchanged gunfire with the suspect, mortally wounding him. The driver and a third subject, who had been hiding inside the suspect vehicle, were arrested, uninjured. Open

Officers from Ingleside Station responded to a report of a disturbance involving a man with a gun in the 200 block of Amazon Avenue. The investigation led the officers to a barber shop on the 900 block of Geneva Avenue (Geneva Barber Shop). Two officers—one uniformed officer and one plainclothes officer—attempted to detain a subject inside the barber shop matching the suspect description. The suspect began to shoot at the officers when they entered the premises, hitting one of the officers in the lower right leg. The officers returned fire, mortally hitting the suspect. Four bystanders were struck by gunfire during the exchange. All four civilians were treated at SFGH and released. Open

On Friday, May 11, 2018, at approximately 00:59 hours, a Field Training Officer and a Recruit Officer assigned to Northern Station observed a possible auto burglary in progress near Steiner Street and Geary Boulevard. One suspect was detained at that location. A second suspect ran from the scene, and a recruit officer pursued him on foot. The officer chased the suspect to the area of O'Farrell and Webster Streets, where the suspect entered a parked car. The suspect attempted to drive away and collided with the civilian and SFPD vehicles at the scene. During this attempt to flee, the recruit officer fired two rounds at the suspect from his Department-issued firearm. The suspect was pursued from the scene by marked SFPD units to the area of Polk and McAllister Streets, where he was taken into custody. The suspect had not been hit by the officer’s rounds. Not In Policy

On Saturday, June 9, 2018, at approximately 00:17 hours, uniformed SFPD officers assigned to Central Station observed a group of four males near the intersection of Grant and Green Streets. Two of the men held open containers of
alcohol, and the other two men were standing in the roadway. An officer approached the men, noticing one of the men acting in a suspicious manner. While attempting to detain the subject, the man ran from the officer, who pursued him on foot. During the pursuit, the officer observed the suspect draw a high capacity firearm from his waist area. The officer fired his Department-issued handgun two times, striking the suspect twice in the left rear torso. The suspect was arrested and transported to SFGH. A .45 caliber handgun with an extended magazine was recovered from the scene. Open

19-001 On Sunday, August 25, 2019, at approximately 22:15 hours, an SFPD officer was off-duty when he confronted a subject inside the gated area of a condo complex in the city of El Cerrito. The officer was attacked by the subject who attempted to hit the officer in the head with a rock. The off-duty officer fired two shots at the subject. The male was transported to the hospital. El Cerrito PD responded to the scene and initiated an investigation. Open

19-002 On Friday, September 13, 2019, at approximately 15:55 hours, an SFPD Officer was involved in an OIS while off-duty in the city of Berkeley, CA. This incident involved a traffic altercation between the off-duty officer and another driver. During the incident, the off-duty officer discharged one round from his Department issued firearm at the driver. The other party drove away at a high rate of speed. Berkeley PD responded to the scene and initiated an investigation Open

19-003 On Saturday, December 7, 2019, at approximately 0834 hrs. SFPD Officers from Mission Station responded to a call at 23rd Street and Capp Street regarding a report of a hot prowl burglary. The officers made contact with a person matching the description of a suspect. The suspect assaulted the officers with a weapon. An officer involved shooting occurred. The suspect and an officer were transported to a hospital. Open

20-001 On 04/12/20 at approximately, 0540 hours, an SFPD Sergeant while off-duty was involved in an OIS, in the city of South San Francisco, CA. The Sergeant intervened and prevented an assault and a carjacking at a gas station. After
intervening the suspect assaulted the Sergeant with a knife, cutting him. The Sergeant ordered the suspect to drop the knife numerous times. The suspect continued to advance toward the Sergeant. The Sergeant discharged his department-issued firearm one time striking the suspect. South San Francisco PD arrived on scene and attempted to take the suspect into custody. The suspect stole a South San Francisco PD vehicle and a pursuit ensued with South San Francisco PD. Open

20-002 On April 21, 2020, at approximately 0636 hours, officers responded to the 500 block of Jones Street regarding a call of a trespasser inside the building. The subject was waiving a wooden board around and refusing to leave the building. Officers arrived and attempted to defuse the situation with the armed suspect. During the course of the incident, multiple uses of force were used which included an Officer discharging his Department-issued firearm at the subject. The subject was not struck by gunfire. Open